Once you have a design you want printed. Download the stl. (3D printable file) and send that file
and the color you want to me by email ( jroemisch@deleonisd.net ) I will get a cost for the item
and send an invoice. If you want it printed, then pay Mrs. Williams (or email and I can pick up if at
another campus) in the HS office and come show me the receipt (you can email me a picture if
needed). We will then get your object printed. If for a school project, then it will be half price (or
less)!! (available colors are Highlighted) more colors to come soon.

All these colors are $.10 per gram for your prints.
True Red

True Orange

True Yellow

True Green

True Blue

True Purple

True White

Warm Gray (tan)

Cool Gray

True Black

Neon Green

Neon Orange

Neon Pink

Brown

Natural

Maroon

Magenta Pink

Aqua Blue

All these colors are $.12 per gram for your prints

Ocean Blue

Translucent Purple

Translucent Red

Translucent Orange

Translucent Green

Translucent Blue

Translucent Yellow

Army Green

Rainbow gradient

Temperature Color Change

Marble-Sparkly Black

Marble-White

All these colors are $.20 per gram for your prints
Glow in the Dark
Durable plastic gray Tough PLA
Very good for extreme durability

Glow in the Dark-Blue

We can also take any object that you would like and scan it into a 3D object that can be
manipulated, added to (names and logos), or just printed out. Models duplicated,
keepsakes printed in PLA plastic, etc. are just some ideas!

Professional grade scans
The Matter and Form Desktop 3D Scanner captures high
resolution, amazing looking scans for an amazing
market leading price. Its sleek, foldable design means
it doesn't take up space on your desk. This scanner is
one of the most widely adopted 3D scanners among
research professionals and hobbyists alike.

